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23rd July 2002

Bows and Arrows!

Country Fair
" What they all think about it"
It was very good
 The weather was very bad
 bad organisation (the show must be before
we present our stands, because nobody looks
to the dances and the songs which countries
present!!!!
 I like the stand of Switzerland, because we
could milk a cow and after we became a
piece of chocolate for free!!
 the "Apfelstrudel " from Austria was very
good!!!
 it was very interesting to see how the other
countries cook!!!
 the food was very good!!
 I like the money, it looks like real.

This is one of the sports nearly everyone enjoys. Picking up a bow and
arrow and doing your best to hit a target...simply wonderful. It doesn't
make much sense, but still really fun. I dare say you couldn't catch
your dinner though, do you agree?
By Isabella Mobjerg, Morrison



Music Poll
These are the official results of the Blair Atholl Music Preferences
Poll. A large number of scouts and a few sheep were interviewed to
calculate the results and determine the hit groups.

Frank Sinatra - 89%
Red Hot Chilli Peppers - 38%
Blink *182* - 14%
Green Day - 12%
Rage Against the Machine - 10%
Eminem - 8%
Deftones - 4%

By our KK-reporters

The MacDonald Bell
The bell used bye the MacDonald staff to wake up the
scouts was stolen on Monday. This probably had to do
with the fact that on occasion it can be heard from the
Kross. Right as the bell had been stolen Dumfriesshire
scouts and a few scouts from the Texas contingent
marched into sub-camp Morrison. The shirtless and
muddy scouts whom had recently dived into the
freezing cold river entered the camp without even
asking. They then proceeded to walk up to angered
aunts and uncles at which point the demanded the
return of the bell. The angry but frightened Morrison
campers failed to put up a fight. The MacDonald
scouts retrieved the bell and returned it to its rightful
owners.
Trey Swartz (MacDonald subcamp)
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PL's Supper review
The PL's supper last night was an experience not to be
missed. While the food and chance to meet fellow
PL's was a chance to unwind, the music and dancing
of the (male) leaders was a major letdown. While
myself and other PL's I have spoken to found the
attitude of the leaders extremely fun and inviting,
there was also a slightly patronizing attitude that
followed. Service was great, but not every five
seconds. Getting food and drink shoved down your
throat by pretty looking ladies is inviting, but it is not
needed because PL's are able to get off their seats and
feed themselves believe it or not. From one sore point
to another, why is a Scottish based PL's supper
entertained by an American singer bringing American
songs, rather than a Scottish band bringing Scottish
songs? But overall a brilliant night and much respect
to all the leaders and Camp Chief who gave up their
time.
Douglas MacPhee
Drew Garrison

Craig, Ryan and Harry's bit...
Ceilidh
Anon: Strip the willow was too long.
Not enough girls.
Brilliant, loads of people 'ad fun.
Girls who were there were good to look
at.
It was great.
Sharkey: The ceilidh rocked and Sharkey
danced. Stewart had the best looking
people.
Scouts Own
Anon: Short & sweet but touching.
It provided a good time for reflection.
Stewart were singing the loudest.
Pipe band was excellent.
It was good to be involved with.
Sharkey: It was impressive and Stewart
sang the loudest...of course
Country Fair
Anon: A good day even though it was
wet.
It went really well.
Mad laugh ?!?
Sharkey: Stewarts Bungee run rocked!!
Random Comments
Anon: Sheep are wonderful
Long lie was good
SNABBER SEZ- UYM hear me noo!!
comments collected by Craig Duguid,
Ryan Bain & Harry Fisher.
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